When it comes to a perfect wedding, one of the most important aspects is looking absolutely
beautiful and a big part of that is a dazzling smile. A common concern for brides-to-be is
showing crooked teeth, and being unable to express the true joy felt on the wedding day.
At the Australian Centre for Adult Orthodontics and Orthopaedics (ACAOO), Dr. Gareth
Ho, who is a specialist orthodontist with years of experience behind him, will equip you with
ingenious advice to reveal your most aractive smile for those special photographs which
last a life time. A Smile Analysis with Dr. Ho can show you how to conceal those imperfections
when you smile without any dental treatment!
We pride ourselves in offering brides-to-be a true quality-of-life choice. Treatment leads to
a life-long improvement of dental health, self confidence and a brighter self-image which
will translate to all aspects of your professional life. We utilise cuing-edge orthodontic
technologies that will bring you not only the most desired smile but also enhance the process
of the adult orthodontic treatment.
If you’ve been thinking about having orthodontic treatment, crooked teeth, bite problems
and facial imbalance can be treated effectively and efficiently with aesthetic braces, lingual
braces, Invisalign clear aligners, orthodontic implants and speedy braces (self-ligating
technology). Unsightly metal braces can be completely avoided! In fact, the benefits of
orthodontic treatment far exceed beautiful photos; the transformation is truly-life-changing.
For example, a poor bite may cause irreversible damage in a long run, such as excessive
tooth wear, joint problems and muscle pain. Orthodontic treatment not only gives you the
perfect smile, but also corrects dental concerns such as bite problems, enhancing your
quality of life.
For those who choose to have orthodontic treatment but are concerned with time
restriction – worry no more! Dr. Ho will be able to straighten your teeth for a beautiful smile
within a few months, ensuring that the bride or groom will have an absolutely dazzling smile
for the photo session, with the convenience of completing the treatment later. Equipped
with useful advice from the Smile Analysis at no extra charge, you will be sure to have
unforgeable wedding photos, which will be the envy of all your friends and family.
At ACAOO, we offer great services at a very reasonable cost, and you take away from
the experience much more than a perfect wedding and beautiful photos. We also offer
interest-free payment plans, making the treatment not only effective but economical. If you
have private health insurance with orthodontic cover, you may also claim back part of the
treatment fee.
Our state-of-the-art orthodontic surgery offers the best and latest in technology including
sophisticated computer aided facial assessment and interactive patient education
so ware. Our office is conveniently located in the Sydney CBD (World Square) with a
relaxing and ambient dental lounge to make your visit even more enjoyable. Our dedicated
business centre facility is available for the busiest of professionals. We aim to assist you in
every way we can to suit your busy schedules and streamline your wedding planning. Our
Bridal Dental Consultant will organise everything for you, making the whole process as
stress-free as possible. With our customised bridal services such as removing the braces
before the wedding and put back on later for treatment completion at no extra cost, every
bride or groom can be assured to find the best approach and appliance to suit them.
If you have been thinking about having braces for a long time, the best time is now!
Orthodontic treatment has never been easier, beautiful, more affordable and beneficial
than right here at ACAOO.
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